Celebrity
Couple
News:
Kristen Bell & Dax Shepard
Rent a Roller Skating Rink
for Date Night

By Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, Kristen Bell and her hubby Dax Shepard were
looking cute as ever Saturday while roller skating with
friends, according to EOnline.com. Bell posted several photos
on Instagram of the celebrity couple enjoying their time
together at the Moonlight Rollerway rink in Glendale, north of
Los Angeles. Bell and Shepard have been married for four years
(since 2013) and have been together for 10 (since 2007).
Adorbs!
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celebrity couple is super
What are some creative date
ideas, much like Kristen and
rollerskating date?

Cupid’s Advice:
Creating a bucket list is always a great idea because when in
doubt, you can just randomly pick and have your date. Cupid
has some date ideas:
1. Feeling adventurous? Go camping: Time surrounded by the
beauty of nature with your significant other is a bonding
experience, and will of course make you bond with mother
nature! You can also explore together with your cameras!
Related Link: Famous Couple Kristen Bell and Dax Shepard Plan
Date Nights Mathematically
2. Feeling hungry? Enroll in a cooking class for two, or
conduct your own at home: Yummy food combined with the
experience of making it together — uh, awesome! If you want to
have your own cooking session in private, look up a video
online, shop for some ingredients — and poof, your own cooking
class from the comfort of your own home!
Related Link: Kourtney Kardashian & Younes Bendjima Getting
Very Serious and Enjoy Date Night in L.A.
3. Feeling artsy? Join a pottery class or sign up for a paintand-drink session at a bar: Making art is fun on its own, and
it gets even better when doing so while tipsy with your love.
It might teach you something you didn’t know about your
significant other, too!
Creative dates are what you make them — do things you haven’t

done before! What are some creative dates you’ve been on or
want to try? Comment below!

